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# International Law in the Age of Global Crisis: The American Society of International Lawyers Research Forum Symposium Issue

**Foreword: The Academy and International Law: A Catalyst for Change and Innovation**  
*Michael P. Scharf & Caroline R. Cirillo*

## Keynote Lecture

The Arc of Justice: From Nuremberg to the Fall of the Berlin Wall?  
*Mark S. Ellis*

## The Academy and Grotian Moments

Hugo Grotius and the Concept of Grotian Moments in International Law  
*Michael P. Scharf*

The Importance of Being Earnest: Purpose and Method in Scholarship on International Law  
*OmriSender*

Grotian Moments and Statehood  
*Milena Sterio*

## The Academy and War Crime Prosecutions

Little Progress in the Sixth Committee on Crimes Against Humanity  
*Leila Nadya Sadat*

Why the Veto Power Is Not Unlimited: A Response to Critiques of, and Questions About, Existing Legal Limits to the Veto Power in the Face of Atrocity Crimes  
*Jennifer Trahan*

The Minds Behind the Movement: The Role of Academics in East Asia’s War Reparations Litigation  
*Timothy Webster*
A Regional Custos Morum? Corporate Liability Under International Law in North America After Nevsun Resources and Nestlé

Caroline Zrinka Dzeba

Privacy vs. Identity Rights: A Call for the United States to Adopt the United Kingdom’s “Open ID” System for Artificial Reproductive Technology

Rachel L. Emerson
Equity Crowdfunding Economic Growth in African Countries: A Framework
Connor A. Gibbons

Climate Litigation’s Pathways to Corporate Accountability
Mackenzie Kern

Guilty? Or Just Poor? Potential International Human Rights Violations in the U.S. Bail System
Alireza Nourani-Dargiri

Alumni Panel
Making an Impact: Panel of Former Journal of International Law Editors
Caroline R. Cirillo, Niki Dasarathy, Philip Hadji, Katelyn Masetta-Alvarez, Alireza Nourani-Dargiri, Douglas Pilawa, & Christopher Rassi